
Auto Electrical Probes
- The Mechanrbs Friend
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circuits (provided it wasn't dropped). \"J
The next step forward was the humble LED which made the test probe
more robust and with the addition of a few resistors, you had a probe that a couple of voltages (more
informalion to assist the mechanic fix the vehicle faster).

With elaborate fuel iniected vehicles becoming more common, and the ability to kill said vehicle, very
easily by the mechanic testing a circuit with his good old test probe, we saw the emergence ol
computer proof test probes over 10 years ago, which meant you could again test a live circuit to see
what was happening.

Today we see the arrival of the next generalion super probe, the Gautoprobe (catchy name) which
incorporates its own micro technology (like a modern cell phone) with a CPU, lC's (lntegrated circuits)
diodes, resistors, etc.

Voltage - this wonder of modern technology has I LED's covering from 0 to l5 volts Plus digital display

Frequency - lrom IHz to 999H2 on the digital display plus LED flash showing changes and activity

Duty cycle - from 1% to 99%
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This enables the Gautoprobe to successfully test most sensors and
systems on a modern vehicle like :

> Power and ground

> MAP Sensor
> 02 Sensor
i' RPM Sensor
) Air Flow Sensor

;::. Crank Angle Sensor
r' vehicle speed sensor
f', No.1 TDC Sensor
l, Water Temperature Sensor
i' Pulse Generator (A/f)
.r' ldle Switch
l: ABS-Wheel Sensor
i' Throttle Position Sensor

-, Cam Positions Sensor
i'.- Air Temp Sensor
ir, and much more
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Watch the pulse with the LEDs!
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Simple test to check all circuits!


